Updated January 2017

Championship Ice fenders
Hardware store items to buy
[ ] Mounting braces aluminum box tubing or conduit tubing
[ ] Bolts, fender washers and Nyloc nuts, 1/4-20 or 5/16 and LocTite

See offer for free tether switch at the end
Retail value about 20 bucks

This is my third generation front fender and first gen rear. The front is made
for regular forks but some guys have figured out how to use fronts on upside
down forks. You could use a rear fender on an USD forks and just cut off
what you don’t need from the back. The rear goes on anything. I hope the
world’s only dedicated ice fenders work for you. Be mindful the strength of
these fenders is not the fenders themselves. It’s the mounting system.

This Canadian rider with Ooopside down forks used
straps but they are super heavy gauge so they won’t
wiggle. Note he used the front fender maybe because
he liked the safety feature of the fork pockets

Front fender features;
[ ] Eight mounting points. Use all eight and the fender will be rock-solid

[ ] Fork capture pockets. If the mounting straps break or get loose, the fender
can’t roll down under the wheel causing your head to smack the ice
[ ] New fender radius matches 21” and 19” ice tires.
[ ] Mega strength shapes. Molded shapes add great strength to an otherwise
normal rounded fender.
[ ] Thick strength. These are about 3/16” which is the right balance between
strength and weight
Front fender features;
This is a great chunk of fiberglass with strengthening contours all the way
through it. Mount points are endless. I’ve given you more fender then you’ll
need so just whack off the excess. Hint, finer saw blade teeth will minimize
edge chipping

Rear. Some guys with USD forks use rears on the front too.
This racer didn’t mess around with wimpy mounts. It
looks like 3/16” x 2” strapping—that’s war quality

Mounting front
I can’t tell you what slider mount points to use because all forks are
different. Hopefully you have convenient axle pinch bolt as a locations
otherwise you’ll have to fashion some kind of clamp around slider. [The
upper mounts on the red fender below is a pipe cut in half and hose clamped
to the slider.] Use LocTite, fender washers and nyloc nuts in mount system.
[Don’t weld tabs on to the sliders unless you are a class A welder. I had it
done once and it distorted the slider enough to cause striction-something you
don’t want to discover Friday night before a Sunday race 300 miles from
home].
Step one, pre mount before you paint
1. Duct tape your fenders into position. Spaced blocks of wood between
rubber and fender help

2. Whack off what you don’t need of rear fender
3. If you need a different position (in or out) for mounting tabs use a heat
gun on them then clamp them in a new position and let them cool
4. Start measuring and cutting your tubing. Find low fork mount points for
fender front and high fork mount points for fender top and rear. If conduit,
smash the ends flat and drill. Hole in fender front should be mounted
as close to axle as possible to stiffen fender from forward hits.
5. You are building a cage to support your fender. Try and position the
tubing in triangles if you can. Principles for mounting both fenders are the
same
6. Don't use flat aluminum straps. They don't provide enough lateral
strength. Flat straps allow fender to wiggle side-to-side and the screws chew
‘em up
A little note
If you notice some imperfections on the front fender in the area of the fork
pockets-that is the result of a two-part mold. Front fenders were extremely
difficult to pull from a one piece mold so we decided to split the mold. This
leaves unevenness which is cured by sanding and polishing. We probably
didn’t do it perfectly but its close enough for hand grenades.

Mounting straps
Years ago I’d use aluminum 1” x 1/8” straps and they allowed the fender to
wiggle side-to-side and contact the studs-buzzzzzz gone. Then I tried angled
aluminum. That worked better. Then normal conduit. I just squeeze both
ends flat for mounting. It’s cheap and looks better. Now I’m using square
aluminum.
Repair
When you crash a fender (I didn't say if) just repair like normal fiberglass.
There is lots of clearance between fender and tire so you can use many
layers of glass build up the inside to make the repair stronger than the
original part. Finish the outside with Bondo etc.
Paint prep
Use lacquer thinner or acetone (careful this stuff can turn you into a zombie)
to remove mold residue and bits of molding clay around flare edges. Sand
fender edges with 320 wet/dry sandpaper. Sand fender surfaces with 320-400
w/d. Prime with epoxy and paint with your favorite multiple part automotive
paint
Trailering

The length of your front fender is a given-it must go below the axle line.
This means you can’t mount the front in wheel chocks. You have to back the
bike into the chokes. If you are using front and rear fenders, rig up
something so the wheels don’t skidder around inside your trailer or pick up.
Studding
If you are an ice racer or if you want to stick-use black screws. If you want
to slide use gold screws on the inside rear

Thanks--Phil Little

Ice fenders Carton 36 x 20 x 8, 10 lbs

Ice fender front, white
$119.00
Ice fender rear, white
$119.00
2 fenders to MI about $30
2 fenders to Canada about $60
MN, SD, ND, WI-via Speedee (cheap)
Blood on the ice-a warning
Story One
In January of 2016 I was talking to a Canadian fellow who told me a chilling
story which happened 10 years ago. An ice rider fell and his own bike’s rear
tire went wild and chewed him deep and severely. It caught a leg artery and
he died right there on the ice quickly with his friends frantic to do just
anything.
Story Two
Late January of 2016 I was chatting with Dan Hodder from Rochester, MI.
Just last weekend a fellow ice rider got snarled up in his rear wheel and the
engine was not limited with a tether switch. The rider was all chewed up
from feet to hips and it was a serious big-time injury. He lived but is still in
the hospital after a week.
Story Three
I ride with a very nice bunch of guys and none of them use any fenders
whatsoever. I wait on the entry path and wait for them all to tire out and

leave-then I go on the track. If somebody comes up behind me I just pull off.
I didn’t reach the age of 74 by being stupid
What’s the message here. Duh! Use front and rear fenders plus a tether
switch and I don’t care where you buy ‘em. I mean it’s just too easy to buy
protective devices which keep your soft flesh away from ultra sharp studs
whirling at who knows what RPM.

Okay. You buy a pair on fenders and you will get this clamp-on style tether
switch free. I’m not stupid. If I can keep you alive you may buy more from
me in the future. Thinking of any motorcycle brethren bleeding out on the
ice is just too chilling so use the damn thing when it gets there!
Phil

